Trinity (CT) (1-2-2, 0-2-2) -vs- Wesleyan (CT) (3-0-2, 0-0-2)  
09/23/2023 at Middletown (Jackson Field)

**Goals By Period**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trinity (CT)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesleyan (CT)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scoring Summary**

- **Time:** 19:46  
  **Team:** TRN  
  **Goal Scorer:** James Donaldson  
  **Assist:**  
  **Description:** GOAL by TRN Donaldson, James.

- **Time:** 25:04  
  **Team:** WES  
  **Goal Scorer:** Lucas Ruehlemann  
  **Assist:** Aidan Fine  
  **Description:** GOAL by WES Ruehlemann, Lucas Assist by Fine, Aidan.

- **Time:** 41:43  
  **Team:** WES  
  **Goal Scorer:** Evan O'Brien  
  **Assist:** Dylan Clack, Will Geballe  
  **Description:** GOAL by WES O'Brien, Evan Assist by Clack, Dylan and Geballe, Will.

- **Time:** 78:24  
  **Team:** TRN  
  **Goal Scorer:** James Donaldson  
  **Assist:**  
  **Description:** GOAL by TRN Donaldson, James.

**Cautions and Ejections:** 13:19 (YELLOW), #25 Yousuf Saeed (WES) 88:22 (YELLOW), #5 Evan O'Brien (WES)
Time | Team | Play
--- | --- | ---
00:00 | WES | Blanc, Mathis at goalie for Wesleyan (CT)
00:00 | TRN | Simoes, Bernardo at goalie for Trinity (CT)
03:32 | WES | Foul on Saeed, Yousuf.
04:10 | TRN | Shot by TRN Ackman, Quinn.
04:26 | TRN | Corner kick [04:26].
04:33 | TRN | Foul on Donaldson, James.
07:28 | WES | Shot by WES Ruehlemann, Lucas, out left.
09:05 | TRN | Foul on McDermott, Owen.
09:53 | WES | Shot by WES Ruehlemann, Lucas, bottom right, saved by Simoes, Bernardo.
10:16 | WES | Foul on Jennings, Joshwin.
11:59 | TRN | Foul on McDermott, Owen.
13:19 | WES | Yellow card on WES Saeed, Yousuf.
13:19 | TRN | Corner kick [13:19].
17:18 | TRN | Foul on McDermott, Owen.
18:28 | WES | WES substitution: Harmaty, Dane for Burbage, Kyle.
18:28 | WES | WES substitution: Tollis, Soren for unknown player.
18:38 | WES | Offside against Wesleyan (CT).
19:46 | TRN | GOAL by TRN Donaldson, James.
21:06 | TRN | TRN substitution: Moran, Matt for Seaman, Zach.
21:10 | WES | Foul on Saeed, Yousuf.
23:01 | WES | Foul on Geballe, Will.
24:03 | WES | WES substitution: Campbell, Colin for Saeed, Yousuf.
24:03 | WES | WES substitution: Fergus, Niall for Tollis, Soren.
24:27 | WES | Shot by WES Fergus, Niall, out left.
24:53 | WES | GOAL by WES Ruehlemann, Lucas Assist by Fine, Aidan.
28:39 | TRN | TRN substitution: Sarieh, Rasheed for Bellak, Nick.
30:29 | WES | Foul on Clack, Dylan.
31:48 | TRN | Foul on Donaldson, James.
33:59 | TRN | Shot by TRN Donaldson, James.
34:24 | WES | WES substitution: Burd, Zack for Harmaty, Dane.
35:01 | WES | Foul on Fine, Aidan.
36:06 | TRN | Foul on Ruthfield, Josh.
36:44 | WES | Shot by WES Fine, Aidan, out top.
37:01 | TRN | TRN substitution: Loor, Jacob for Donaldson, James.
38:38 | WES | WES substitution: Martin, Will for Ruehlemann, Lucas.
38:53 | WES | Shot by WES O'Brien, Evan, out top left.
41:08 | WES | Shot by WES Clack, Dylan, top, saved by Simoes, Bernardo.
41:34 | WES | Foul on Clack, Dylan.
42:26 | TRN | TRN substitution: McCabe, Kieran for Traynor, Michael.
41:43 | WES | GOAL by WES O'Brien, Evan Assist by Clack, Dylan and Geballe, Will.
45:00 | 0 | End of period [45:00].
45:00 | 0 | Start of 2nd period [45:00].
45:00 | TRN | FOR TRN: , #1 Simoes, Bernardo, #3 McDermott, Owen, #4 Merlin, Dante, #28 McCabe, Kieran, #8 Ackman, Quinn, #32 Moran, Matt, #17 Loor, Jacob, #9 Sarieh, Rasheed, #16 McCammon, Jordan, #29 Ruthfield, Josh, #31 Murphy, Jack.
45:00 | TRN | FOR WES: , #0 Blanc, Mathis, #5 O'Brien, Evan, #10 Ruehlemann, Lucas, #12 Porte, Chris, #14 Geballe, Will, #16 Clack, Dylan, #15 Fine, Aidan, #27 Burd, Zack, #13 Campbell, Colin, #26 Feldman, Zach, #6 Tollis, Soren.
45:00 | WES | WES substitution: Ruehlemann, Lucas for Martin, Will.
45:00 | WES | WES substitution: Tollis, Soren for Fergus, Niall.
45:45 | TRN | Corner kick [45:45].
48:18 | TRN | TRN substitution: Bellak, Nick for McCabe, Kieran.
48:18 | TRN | TRN substitution: Traynor, Michael for Loor, Jacob.
48:29 | TRN | Offside against Trinity (CT).
51:55 TRN Corner kick [51:55].
52:26 TRN Corner kick [52:26].
54:59 WES WES substitution: Harmaty, Dane for Burd, Zack.
56:39 WES Foul on Clack, Dylan.
57:33 WES WES substitution: Saeed, Yousuf for Geballe, Will.
57:33 WES WES substitution: Lambke, Miles for Campbell, Colin.
57:41 WES Foul on Harmaty, Dane.
60:06 WES WES substitution: Jennings, Joshwin for Fine, Aidan.
60:06 WES WES substitution: Fergus, Niall for Tollis, Soren.
60:47 WES Shot by WES Saeed, Yousuf, out right.
64:17 TRN TRN substitution: De Faria e Castro, Luka for Mc Dermott, Owen.
64:17 TRN TRN substitution: McCabe, Kieran for Bellak, Nick.
64:17 TRN TRN substitution: Ivey, Shane for Traynor, Michael.
66:15 WES Shot by WES Fergus, Niall.
66:22 WES Corner kick [66:22].
66:52 WES Shot by WES Saeed, Yousuf, out top right.
68:17 TRN Foul on De Faria e Castro, Luka.
70:04 TRN Corner kick [70:04].
70:27 TRN Shot by TRN Merlin, Dante.
70:48 TRN TRN substitution: Myers, Owen for Moran, Matt.
71:22 WES WES substitution: Campbell, Colin for Clack, Dylan.
71:49 WES Shot by WES Porte, Chris.
73:52 WES WES substitution: Tollis, Soren for Harmaty, Dane.
73:52 WES WES substitution: Burbage, Kyle for Fergus, Niall.
74:55 WES Foul on Burbage, Kyle.
75:36 WES Foul on Burbage, Kyle.
78:14 WES WES substitution: Ruehlemann, Lucas for Martin, Will.
78:14 TRN TRN substitution: Loor, Jacob for De Faria e Castro, Luka.
78:14 TRN TRN substitution: Sarieh, Rasheed for Ivey, Shane.
78:24 TRN GOAL by TRN Donaldson, James.

Trinity (CT) 2, Wesleyan (CT) 2

79:48 TRN Foul on Sarieh, Rasheed.
80:18 WES Shot by WES Jennings, Joshwin, blocked.
80:29 WES Corner kick [80:29].
80:39 WES Shot by WES Saeed, Yousuf, out right.
81:27 WES WES substitution: Clack, Dylan for Lambke, Miles.
81:27 WES WES substitution: Geballe, Will for Burbage, Kyle.
81:50 TRN Foul on Donaldson, James.
83:19 WES Shot by WES Tollis, Soren.
83:27 WES Shot by WES Geballe, Will, out top left.
83:44 WES WES substitution: Fine, Aidan for Tollis, Soren.
84:41 TRN Shot by TRN Loor, Jacob.
84:50 TRN Corner kick [84:50].
87:32 TRN TRN substitution: Morton, Brenner for Myers, Owen.
87:32 TRN TRN substitution: Moran, Matt for Ruthfield, Josh.
87:45 TRN Foul on Sarieh, Rasheed.
88:42 TRN Shot by TRN McCabe, Kieran, out top right.
88:22 WES Yellow card on WES O'Brien, Evan.
90:00 0 End of period [90:00].